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A B S T R A C T

Context: Practitioners establish a piece of software’s security objectives during the software development process.
To support control and assessment, practitioners and researchers seek to measure security risks and mitigations
during software development projects. Metrics provide one means for assessing whether software security ob-
jectives have been achieved. A catalog of security metrics for the software development life cycle could assist
practitioners in choosing appropriate metrics, and researchers in identifying opportunities for refinement of
security measurement.

Objective: The goal of this research is to support practitioner and researcher use of security measurement in
the software life cycle by cataloging security metrics presented in the literature, their validation, and the subjects
they measure.

Method: We conducted a systematic mapping study, beginning with 4818 papers and narrowing down to 71
papers reporting on 324 unique security metrics. For each metric, we identified the subject being measured, how
the metric has been validated, and how the metric is used. We categorized the metrics, and give examples of
metrics for each category.

Results: In our data, 85% of security metrics have been proposed and evaluated solely by their authors, leaving
room for replication and confirmation through field studies. Approximately 60% of the metrics have been
empirically evaluated, by their authors or by others. The available metrics are weighted heavily toward the
implementation and operations phases, with relatively few metrics for requirements, design, and testing phases
of software development. Some artifacts and processes remain unmeasured. Measured by phase, Testing received
the least attention, with 1.5% of the metrics.

Conclusions: At present, the primary application of security metrics to the software development life cycle in
the literature is to study the relationship between properties of source code and reported vulnerabilities. The
most-cited and most used metric, vulnerability count, has multiple definitions and operationalizations. We
suggest that researchers must check vulnerability count definitions when making comparisons between papers.
In addition to refining vulnerability measurement, we see research opportunities for greater attention to metrics
for the requirement, design, and testing phases of development. We conjecture from our data that the field of
software life cycle security metrics has yet to converge on an accepted set of metrics.

1. Introduction

Software system builders, owners, operators, and users seek assur-
ance that their interests, communications, and data are secure.
McGraw [1] defines software security as “engineering software so that
it continues to function correctly under malicious attack.” Many aspects
of the software development life cycle, including software require-
ments, design, implementation, and testing contribute to the security of
the running software. Measuring whether security has been appro-
priately addressed at each stage of software development is likely to be

a precondition to assuring the release of secure software. We seek to
investigate whether some fundamental security questions that devel-
opment teams might ask can be answered with security metrics such as:

• Have we considered security in each stage of the software life cycle?

• What are the security risks to which our software is exposed?

• What are the security assurances we can give to users of our soft-
ware?

As a foundation for answering these questions, we examine the
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scholarly literature on the use of metrics for security during the soft-
ware development life cycle. We adopt the term ‘software life cycle
security metrics’ to describe metrics used to measure security-related
aspects for software and the artifacts used during its development.

Providing useful metrics for the security of a software system is a
difficult undertaking because: (1) we lack effective models and mea-
surements of software security risk; (2) security must be considered
from the earliest stages of software development, but may only be
evident once the software is in use; (3) the people building and using
the software must be considered in estimation of security risk and as-
surance [2]. Many elements of the software development life cycle
contribute to software security. Pfleeger and Cunningham [3] consider
dimensions ranging from the specification of systems to protocol ver-
ification to the psychology of software designers, users and attackers.
The range of dimensions suggests that a wide range of metrics is needed
to properly represent security for assessment and prediction.

We conjecture that comprehensive approaches to providing security
in software are likely to rely on comprehensive measurement of security
in software. As shown by industrial schemes such as Microsoft’s
Security Development Life cycle [4], the SafeCode initiative [5], and
the Cigital “Building Security In Maturity Model [6]”, security should be
addressed at every phase of software development. Researchers seek
theories to explain security properties, and empirical validation of
measurements of those properties. Both industrial developers and re-
searchers require an understanding of the available software security
metrics

The goal of this research is to support practitioner and researcher use of
security measurement in the software life cycle by cataloging security metrics
presented in the literature, their validation, and the subjects they measure.

As a means of identifying the security properties measured, we
conduct a systematic mapping study of the metrics that have been ap-
plied to measuring the security in the software development life cycle.
According to Budgen et al. [7], systematic mapping studies are “in-
tended to ‘map out’ the research that has been undertaken rather than
to answer a detailed research question.” We include metrics measuring
the software, and the artifacts, processes and people involved in the
software development life cycle, as well as metrics measuring aspects of
security (e.g. measures of confidentiality) or its absence (e.g. counts of
vulnerabilities).

To assess the extent of the field of software life cycle security me-
trics and their evaluation and use, we pose the following research
questions to map out the state of the field:

RQ1: What software life cycle security metrics have been proposed
in the literature?
RQ2: What are the roles, artifacts, and process elements being
measured by software life cycle security metrics?
RQ3: What validation approaches are used for software life cycle
security metrics?
RQ4: During what phases of the software development life cycle are
security metrics measured?

Our initial search yielded a set of 4818 papers. We narrow the set to
71 papers that propose, evaluate or report on 324 security metrics for
the software life cycle.

Our contributions include:

• A systematic map of the metrics used to evaluate the security
properties of software and its development and use.

• An online catalog of software life cycle security metrics available on
our project website [8].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides a glossary and background information on metrics. Section 3
presents related work. Section 4 describes the methodology we follow
in executing the mapping study. Section 5 provides our summarization

of the data collected. Section 6 presents our discussion of the results.
Section 7 reports on Limitations. Section 8 concludes.

2. Background

In this section, we present a glossary of metric-related terms, and
literature with focus on software security metrics to provide grounding
for: (1) the topic of security metrics in software development, (2) our
mapping study, and (3) our classification scheme.

2.1. Definitions

Attribute: A property associated with a set of real or abstract things
that is some characteristic of interest [9].

Attack: An intentional act by which an entity attempts to evade
security services and violate the security policy of a system; A method
or technique used in an assault [10].

Fault: An incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer
program [9].

Indicator: Any observable characteristic that correlates with a de-
sired security property [11].

Measure: A way to ascertain or appraise value by comparing it to a
norm; to apply a metric [12].

Measurement: The process by which numbers or symbols are as-
signed to attributes of subjects in the real world in such a way as to
describe them according to clearly defined rules [13].

Metric: A quantitative measure of the degree to which a system,
component, or process possesses a given attribute; the defined mea-
surement method and the measurement scale [9]. Note, some of the
observed metrics are subjective or qualitative in nature and fail to meet this
definition fully. Those metrics are included to better cover the state of the art,
and to avoid dismissal of potentially useful research.

Risk: The combination of the probability of an event and its con-
sequence [14].

Security Metric: A metric which measures a security property [11].
Security Property: A property related to security concerns, for ex-

ample confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, author-
ization, non-repudiation [1].

Software Security: We adopt McGraw’s notion of “engineering soft-
ware so that it continues to function correctly under malicious at-
tack” [1]. For our notion of malicious attack, we also reference the IEEE
definition of software security: “Protection of information and data so
that unauthorized persons or systems cannot read or modify them and
authorized persons or systems are not denied access to them.” [14]

Vulnerability: A fault or weakness in a system’s design, im-
plementation, or operation and management that could be exploited to
violate the system’s security policy [10].

2.2. Software life cycle security metrics

Software engineering researchers have used multiple definitions for
the words “metric” and “measure”. For the purposes of this review, we
are liberal in the definitions we accept from the literature. A good
metric should be conceptually specific, quantitatively measurable,
practically attainable, consistently measured without subjective cri-
teria, and time-dependent [15]. However, even when metrics appear to
be useful, difficulties arise attempting to validate metrics and determine
their overall usefulness and practicality [16]. In addition, metrics, in-
cluding security metrics, are not valuable if the results of applying them
cannot be understood effectively [17].

What is a security metric? Jansen [12] quotes and discusses three
variant definitions from the literature, highlighting a diversity of usage
and a reliance on human judgment rather than more repeatable mea-
sures. For our purposes, we define a security metric to be a metric
whose attribute is a measure of a security property, or some indication
of a violation of a security property. We further limit our study to the
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domain of software development; software, the source code from which
software is produced, the related test suites, documentation, developer
tools, development team roles, software process phases, and the like.

3. Related work

Verendel [18] presented a survey focused on measuring operational
security, addressing the ability to “function correctly under malicious
attack.” Our mapping study additionally considers the engineering of
secure software, seeking measurements of the process, tools, people,
and the software produced. Rudolph and Schwarz [11] surveyed
scholarly articles on “security indicators”, where an indicator is defined
as “an observable characteristic that correlates with a desired security
property.” In addition to what Rudolph and Schwarz studied, we seek to
characterize the subjects being measured. Meneely et al. [19] reviewed
metric validation, and suggest a scheme for choosing validation criteria.
We only consider validation in terms of the high-level approach chosen
by the researchers, e.g., whether the metric(s) were evaluated through
user study, theoretical analysis, or researcher opinion.

Savola’s [20] security metrics taxonomy, characterized security
metric properties and applications. At a high level, Savola provided
three categories of metrics:

• Organizational metrics describe attributes of organizational pro-
grams and processes.

• Technical metrics describe software artifacts, e.g., requirements,
specifications, designs, code.

• Operational metrics describe running systems and their environ-
ments.

We capture these categories through the use of a ‘Subject Type’
category for metrics on related subjects.

4. Methodology

We subdivided how we approached the mapping study into four
components: our search strategy for identifying papers, our selection
criteria for including papers, our classification scheme for collecting
data on each metric, and our procedure for extracting metric informa-
tion from each paper.

4.1. Search strategy

In this section, we describe the process used to conduct our sys-
tematic mapping study.

4.1.1. Databases
We based our selection of online databases on the common data-

bases used in Software Engineering Systematic Literature Reviews
(SLRs), and in Systematic Mapping Studies (SMSs), and on sources used
in previous software security metric literature reviews [11,17]. The
data sources in this study include online databases, conference pro-
ceedings, and academic journals. The list is as follows: ACM Digital
Library, IEEE Xplore, and Elsevier.

4.1.2. Search terms and strategy
We developed a list of search terms with which to evaluate titles,

shown in Table 1. For each term associated with a research question, we
identified synonyms in the titles and abstracts of previous surveys
[11,18] of security metrics. The synonyms are shown in Table 2. The
first two authors developed terms and synonyms independently, and
then combined lists, retaining terms and synonyms agreed on as most
relevant.

After searching using various combinations of the proposed key-
words and evaluating their performance using the set of papers in our
Quasi-Gold-Standard (QGS, Section 4.2.1), we selected our basic search

phrase:

(software OR computer OR information)
AND (security OR vulnerability OR assurance)
AND (metric OR indicator OR quant*)

We created database search phrases using the base search phrase
and syntax appropriate to each database, searched the title, abstract,
and full text fields of each database, and collected papers based on
those search phrases.

4.1.3. Search process evaluation
We followed Zhang et al. [21] in evaluating the quality of our search

results. An ideal search process would return all relevant papers (sen-
sitivity= 1.00), and only relevant papers (precision= 1.0). Such a set of
papers would be a “gold standard.” In practice, we do not know the set
of relevant papers in advance, so we estimated, using what Zhang terms
a “quasi-gold standard” (QGS) which is a set of relevant papers in the
literature, chosen prior to the search process. The QGS is used as a
measure of how well each search string locates relevant papers.
Zhang et al. [21] defines sensitivity as the ratio of the number of re-
trieved papers to the total number of relevant studies. Quasi-sensitivity
(QS) is the number of papers returned by a search to the number of
returned papers that are present in the QGS. QS estimates how well the
search string locates relevant papers within the searched corpus. By
measuring the performance of the search in returning members of the
QGS from a given search engine, compared with the number of QGS
papers in the search engine, an estimate can be made of search per-
formance. For example, if there are 10 of the QGS papers in the ACM
library, and the search string returns 8 of them, QS would be 0.8.

4.2. Selection criteria

We developed a list of criteria to assess whether the papers found
during the search process met our objectives.

1. Inclusion Criteria:

• Related to measuring software security in software development
artifacts and the software development process.

• Measurements or metrics are main subject

• Refereed publication

• Published since 2000

• Written in English

• Available online

Table 1
Research question keywords.

Research Question Keyword

RQ1 “software”, “security”, “metric”
RQ2 RQ1 terms
RQ3 RQ1 terms+ “validate”, “evaluate”
RQ4 RQ1 terms+ “phase”, “life cycle”, “process

Table 2
Keyword synonyms.

Keyword Synonyms

software “application”, “computer”, “information”
security “vulnerability”, “assurance”
metric “measurement ”, “measure ”, “indicator ”,

“attribute”, “property”
validate “validation”, “evaluate”, “evaluating”, “evaluation ”,

“quantify”, “quantifying”, “quantification”, “quantified ”,
“quantitative”, “assess”, “assessment”, “measure”,
“measurement”, “appraisal”, “analyze”, “measuring”,
“analysis”, “assurance”, “scoring”
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2. Exclusion Criteria:

• Sources measuring security in non-software systems

• Sources related to identity, anonymity, privacy

• Sources related to forgery or biometrics

• Sources related to network security

• Sources related to encryption

• Sources limited to database security

• Books, dissertations
3. Study Quality Assessment: For papers that aligned with our inclu-

sion criteria, and which were not excluded by our exclusion criteria,
we developed a Quality Assessment Checklist for whether to include
each paper, as follows:

• Is a primary or secondary goal of the paper to describe, define, or
evaluate a metric or measurement of software security?

• Is the paper peer-reviewed?
4. Scoring: Each paper was independently rated by two raters, namely,

the first two authors of this article. We established a scoring pro-
cedure for resolving differences between raters when disagreement
was found.

• Question Scoring Scale: No. 0, Partial: 0.5, Yes: 1.

• Complete agreement
(a) Yes from both raters: paper is selected
(b) No from both raters: paper is rejected

• Partial agreement combinations between 0 and 2. Raters discuss,
find agreement, or agree to disagree.
(a) Agreement processed according to the rules for complete

agreement.

In the case of unresolved disagreement, papers are selected for eva-
luation in the subsequent step in the protocol.

4.2.1. Search results
The first and second authors identified a set of 39 software life cycle

security metrics papers, developed by reviewing the papers collected in
the previous security metrics literature reviews [11,18]. Each author
read the titles and abstracts of the collected papers independently,
applied the study quality assessment criteria, and made a list of can-
didates. The authors then discussed each list, applying the following
selection procedure:

1. If both authors agreed the paper described a software life cycle se-
curity metric, it was included in the final QGS list.

2. If both authors agreed the paper did not describe a software life
cycle security metric, it was excluded from the final QGS list.

3. Disagreement was discussed. If agreement could be reached, the
appropriate action listed above was taken. If agreement could not be
reached, the paper was included in the final list.

After our process, the QGS consisted of 17 papers. The results of
each database search were compared with the QGS set of papers. The
quasi-sensitivity for each database search is reported in Table 3.

We conducted three passes over the collected papers, applying the
Study Quality Checklist and scoring procedure to each paper’s title,
abstract, and a 10-minute ‘quick read’ of each paper. After reviewing
the titles and coming to agreement, the raters (first two authors)
identified 4815 papers to continue investigating. After reviewing the
abstracts, the raters identified 107 papers to continue investigating.

After giving each paper a ‘quick read’ and coming to agreement, the
raters identified 71 papers for further investigation.

We assigned a reference code to each of the 71 papers, P1-P71. We
used these codes throughout the remainder of the paper to refer to
individual papers. See Table A1 for the reference codes and biblio-
graphic references of the included papers. The QGS papers are marked
with asterisks in Table A1.

4.3. Metric classification scheme

To support answering our research questions, we developed a set of
data elements to be collected for each metric.

We begin with the IEEE definition of metric, “A quantitative mea-
sure of the degree to which a system, component, or process possesses a
given attribute; the defined measurement method and the measure-
ment scale” [9], defining the following data elements to describe each
metric:

• Metric name: the “given name” of the metric defined or used in the
paper (RQ1).

• Measure: A description of how the value of the metric is determined,
in terms of the metric’s Method and Scale (RQ2).
– Method: Classification of how the metric value is measured, where
“Quantitative” indicates objective, systematic, empirical mea-
surements and “Qualitative” indicates subjective measurements
based upon observation (RQ2).

– Scale: denotes type of measurement scale (e.g., Nominal, Ordinal,
Interval, Ratio), or specific instance of measurement scale (e.g.,
Count, Probability, Duration, Rate, Currency, Percentage) (RQ2).

• Subject Type: Classification of whether the metric measures a
‘System’, ‘Component’, or ‘Process’ (RQ2).

• Subject: Description of the entity, ‘an object or event in the real
world’[13], being measured. Extracted from papers, or synthesized
and named based on assessment of extractors. For example, ‘Source
Code’, ‘Component’, and ‘Vulnerability’. The complete list is pro-
vided in Results, Section 5.2. (RQ1, RQ2)

• Attribute: Description of ‘a feature or property’ [13] of the subject
being measured. Extracted from papers, or synthesized and named
based on assessment of extractors. For example, ‘Lines of Code’ or
‘Classified’ (RQ2).

• Validation Approach: To characterize how metrics are validated, we
recorded how the metrics are evaluated by the researchers in the
paper. Values: Opinion, Theoretical, Academic user study, Industry
user study, Reports from production (RQ3).

• Phase: We recorded the phase in the software development life cycle
with which the metric is associated: Requirements, Design,
Implementation, Testing, Operations (RQ4).

For demographic purposes, we assigned unique paper and metric
numbers to identify each metric and its usage across papers. For audit
purposes, we tracked the name of the extractor (first or second author
who identified and extracted the metric from a particular paper) and
auditor (first, second, or third author who cross-checked the metric
extracted) for each row, as well as the extraction and audit dates.

4.4. Data extraction

The metric extractor (first or second author) read a paper, identified
each metric defined or used in the paper, and collected the data for each
element in the metric classification scheme. The first author applied the
extraction procedure described in the classification guide to every
paper in the final set of 71 papers, with spot checks by the second and
third authors.

4.4.1. Metric categorization
To discover relationships between similar metrics with varying

Table 3
Search results.

Database Initial search QS

ACM Digital Library 2302 0.77
IEEE Xplore 2000 0.80
Elsevier 1280 0.63
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names in different papers, we applied card sorting [22] to categorize
the metrics. Card sorting is a technique for identifying commonalities
between collections of data items by using multiple raters to compare
and group related data items. Over the course of four sessions, the first,
second, and third authors discussed each metric and its definition, and
placed it in a proposed category and subcategory. When a metric did
not fit into existing categories, we created a new category or sub-
category. Over the course of categorizing the metrics, we moved me-
trics between categories and merged or removed categories to capture
our shared understanding of the metric definitions. After we assigned
each metric to a category, we took another pass, reviewed each metric
and category definition and revised our choices.

5. Results

This section presents our results in the form of summaries of the
data extracted from the selected papers. Based on the data extraction
procedure, we tabulated the metrics, subjects, scales, evaluation means,
and uses. The tabulated data provides an overview of ‘evidence clusters’
and ‘evidence deserts’ for software security in the software develop-
ment life cycle. The full data set is available online on our project
website [8].

5.1. RQ1: What software life cycle security metrics have been proposed in
the literature?

In total, we identified 324 unique metrics in the 71 selected papers.
The list of metrics is available online [8]. In this paper, we present each
metric category and subcategory we identified (as described in
Section 4.4.1), ordered by the number of metrics in each category/
subcategory. We do not present each metric, but we give representative
examples of metrics from each category. Table 4 shows our final list of
eight categories with associated subcategories, with metric counts for

each category and subcategory. The following sub-sections will discuss
each of the eight categories.

5.1.1. Security Properties Metrics (86)
We identified metrics as part of the Security Properties Metrics ca-

tegory when the metric is primarily a measure of a security property
(see Section 2.2). We identified five subcategories of Security Property
metrics: Access Control Metrics, Audit Metrics, Availability Metrics,
Confidentiality and Privacy Metrics, and Integrity Metrics.

Access Control Metrics (42): Papers P2 and P9 present lists of
questions to verify the presence of desirable access control mechanisms
in the system being measured, e.g. ‘Authentication non-repudiation’,
‘Authorization’, ‘User authority’, and ‘Intrusion detection’. Paper P33
defines categorical metrics for detailing how authentication and au-
thorization are implemented in the system being described, e.g. ‘User
authentication scheme’ and ‘User identification scheme’ (e.g. token,
password). Paper P38 expands on the idea of ‘User identification
scheme’ to define 23 metrics for describing how passwords are im-
plemented in a system, e.g. ‘Alphabet Size’, ‘Maximum Life Time’, and
‘Users Training’.

At a more abstract level of design, P17 defines
‘Compartmentalization’ (M73), ‘the number of independent compo-
nents that do not trust each other (performs authentication and au-
thorization for requests/calls coming from other system components)
that the system is based on to deliver its function.’

Operational metrics for access control focus on tracking successful
and unsuccessful access attempts on system resources. ‘Monitoring
system use’ (M170, P4) is a count of unauthorized access attempts on
system resources, and ‘Login Attempt Count’ (M162, P33) is a count of
login attempts.

Confidentiality and Privacy Metrics (19): Papers P2, P23, and
P33 present lists of questions to verify the presence and quality of
mechanisms supporting confidentiality. ‘Confidentiality security attri-
bute’ (M83, P23) includes a set of requirements for maintaining con-
fidentiality ‘in terms of required behavior during execution expressed in
terms of data and transformation of data by programs.’ ‘Side-channel
Vulnerability Factor’ (M249, P59) ‘measures information leakage
through a side-channel by examining the correlation between a
victimâs execution and an attackerâs observations.’

Integrity Metrics (10): Papers P2 and P33 present lists of questions
to verify whether integrity concerns are addressed in the system being
measured, covering, for example, ‘Data integrity’ (M148, P2), and
‘Validation checks per input’ (M143, P33). The Common Vulnerability
Scoring System [23] (CVSS) ‘Integrity Impact’ metric (M146) is a ca-
tegorical measure (None, Partial, Complete) of the impact of a vulner-
ability on the integrity of the affected software. ‘Integrity’ (M145, P30)
is the ratio of ‘risky’ classes to total classes, where ‘risky’ is defined by a
set of attributes of the measured class, e.g. ‘references user data’, ‘re-
ferences password’.

Audit Metric (9): Papers P2 and P33 present lists of questions to
verify the presence and quality of audit mechanisms. ‘Auditing’
(M33,P2) is a question verifying the presence of techniques or tech-
nology for recording ‘who did what, when and where?’ ‘Audit trail
comprehensiveness’ (M34, P33) is a question verifying that all failed
authentication and authorization attempts are logged. ‘Log File
Protection Scheme’ (M161, P33) is a check on the presence of a scheme
for maintaining log file integrity. Operational Audit Metrics include
‘Ratio of log interactions to system interactions’ (M209,P33) and ‘Audit
logging’ (M33, P4) the ratio of log files that are monitored to the total
number of log files.

Availability Metrics (6): Papers P2 and P33 present lists of ques-
tions to verify whether availability concerns are addressed in the system
being measured. ‘Availability’ (M100, P2) is a question verifying that a
denial of service mitigation scheme is in place. ‘Critical Service
Interaction’ (M99,P33) is a count of the services depended on by the
system being measured.

Table 4
Security metric categories and dubcategories.

Metric category Subcategory Subcat Cat
Total Total

Security Properties 86
Access Control 42
Confidentiality and Privacy 19
Integrity 10
Audit 9
Availability 6

Implementation 84
Source Code 44
Security Source-Code 30
Version Control 8
Data Flow 2

Project Management 41
Process 17
Design 17
Defect 7

Incident 36
Vulnerability 20
CVSS 16

Resource 34
People 23
Cost 9
Time 2

Defensibility 19
Attackability 10
Attack Surface 9

Aggregate 18
Aggregate 18

Security Requirement 16
Usecase-Misusecase 12
Requirement 4

Grand Total 324
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5.1.2. Implementation Metrics (84)
We identified metrics as part of the Implementation Metrics cate-

gory when the metric is primarily a measure of the source code, source
code execution, or source code management. We identified four sub-
categories of Development/Implementation Metrics: Data Flow Metrics,
Source Code Metrics, Security Source Code Metrics, and Version
Control Metrics. We now discuss each of these subcategories.

Source Code Metrics (44): We found 84 references to traditional
source code metrics, e.g. Source Lines of Code (SLOC), Churn, McCabe’s
Cyclomatic Complexity, and Coupling, in 21 papers: P1, P5, P9, P18,
P19, P25, P28, P30, P33, P36, P44, P46, P47, P53, P55, P58, P60, P61,
P68, P69, P71. We included object-oriented metrics in this category.
While we focused on metrics of security properties in this paper, we
make four observations on how source code metrics are applied in the
context of security. First, traditional source code metrics have been
used in varying combinations to predict vulnerabilities, so far with
limited success. Second, traditional source code metrics are used to
normalize security concerns to code size. For example, ‘Relative Churn’
(M53, P71) normalizes churn to source file size. Third, traditional
source code metrics are often ‘tweaked’, or ‘adapted’, e.g. 30-Day Churn
(M53, P71), Min Churn, Max Churn, Mean Churn, to broaden studies of
the correlations between the base metrics and the dependent variables
under study. Fourth, traditional source code metrics are sometimes
augmented with security information to yield new metrics, for example,
the ‘Classified’, and ‘Critical’ labels on attributes, methods, etc in P1.

Security Source Code Metric (30): Paper P1 defines the largest set
of security source code metrics among the papers surveyed. In the
framework designed by the researchers, attributes are marked as
‘classified’, as determined by the developer, and classes are marked as
‘critical’ if they contain classified attributes. The researchers build up a
system of metrics for classes and methods that read and write the
classified attributes and interact with critical classes, and then define a
set of metrics representing various security properties in terms of the
lower level definitions. For example, ‘Classified Attributes Inheritance’
(M55, P1) indicates that a class inherits classified attributes from an-
other class, and ‘Critical Class Extensibility’ (M94, P1) indicates that a
critical class is not final. Similarly, ‘Variable Vulnerability’ (M291, P5)
is based on marking variables as security-relevant and evaluating their
relationships.

Version Control Metric (8): The authors of Paper P68 use metrics
such as ‘Commit Count’ (M71), ‘Star Count’ (M260), and ‘Fork Count’
(M130) for subject selection of repositories for vulnerability analysis.

Data Flow Metrics (2): We collected measurements of data flow in the
Data Flow metrics category. Two papers, P45 and P46, define data flow
metrics for identifying vulnerable code. An exemplary metric in this
category is the Component Dependency Graph (CDG) discussed in P46.

5.1.3. Project Management Metrics (41)
We identified three subcategories of Project Management Metrics:

Design Metrics, Process Metrics, and Defect Metrics. We now discuss
each of these subcategories.

Design Metric (17): Paper P9 presents a series of checklist metrics
for kernel management, component interfaces, and network planning.
Paper P19 presents a series of metrics for measuring each stage of the
software development life cycle, including measures of design effort,
security design decisions, and the ratio of security design decisions to
total design decisions.

Process Metric (17): Paper P15 presents four metrics describing the
strength of verification applied to the security requirements and me-
chanisms of the system being measure: Coverage (M92), Depth (M101),
Rigor (M234), and Independence of Verification (M137). Coverage is a
categorical measure of the extent to which all security functionalities
are examined during verification. Depth is a categorical measure of the

portion of security functionalities that are examined during verification.
Rigor is a categorical measure of the maturity of the security func-
tionality verification process. Independence of Verification is a cate-
gorical measure of the extent to which security functionalities are
evaluated by persons other than the implementers of the functionality.

Paper P52 includes a checklist of qualitative measures of process
strength and risk, including CMMI Level (M66 ,P52), Development Risk
(M112, P52), Environment Risk (M117, P52), and Project Management
Risk (M202, P52).

Paper P61 describes Oracle’s philosophy and implementation of
software life cycle security metrics. Process-specific metrics they men-
tion include ‘Number of security bulletins issued per year’ (M252, P61),
‘Volume of email correspondence with vulnerability handling team’
(M292, P61), ‘Use of (automated) tools’ (M282, P61) by the develop-
ment team.

Defect Metric (7): Paper P19 presents a set of count and ratio
metrics for making project management decisions, based on the number
of defects and vulnerabilities introduced during implementation. Defect
Count (M95, P19, P44) is used for process feedback.

5.1.4. Incident Metrics (36)
We identified two subcategories of Incident Metrics: Vulnerability

Metrics, and CVSS Metrics. We now discuss each of these subcategories.
Vulnerability Metric (20): Twenty papers defined or used a count

of vulnerabilities, ‘Vulnerability Count’ (M293, P14, P18, P19, P25,
P36, P44, P45, P46, P53, P54, P56, P58, P60, P61, P62, P64, P67, P68,
P69, P71). We found multiple theoretical and practical definitions of
Vulnerability Count. In terms of theory, authors provided five defini-
tions of ‘vulnerability’ in the seven papers that defined the term:

• an instance of a fault in the specification, development, or config-
uration of software such that its execution can violate an implicit or
explicit security policy (P18, P60, P62, P71, citing [24]);

• ‘a defect, which enables an attacker to bypass security measures’
(P36, citing [25]);

• ‘a weakness in the security system that might be exploited to cause
loss or harm’ (P36, citing [26]);

• ‘Vulnerability is a software defect that can be exploited to cause a
security breach.’ (P69)

• an ‘unknown system characteristic’ (P63)

In terms of practical definitions of vulnerability, we identified five
schemes used to count vulnerabilities:

• CVE counts from public vulnerability databases (NVD,
OSVDB,Bugtraq) (P14,P36,P53,P60,P64,P67,P68, P69, P71).

• CVE counts from public vendor vulnerability databases (MFSA,
RHSR) (P18,P25,P46,P60,P68).

• CVE counts from privately-curated vulnerability databases based on
public sources (P46).

• Vulnerability counts from development team vulnerability data-
bases (Cisco) (P44,P62).

• Vulnerability counts from analysis tools (P39,P58).

Paper P7 presents three date attributes for vulnerabilities,
Vulnerability Discovery Date (M296, P7), the date on which the vul-
nerability is discovered, Vulnerability Patch Date (M301, P7), the date
on which the solution to the vulnerability is shipped, and Vulnerability
Disclosure Date (M63, P7), the date on which the vulnerability is
publicly announced.

While not made explicit, the status of a vulnerability as patched or
un-patched can be inferred from the presence or absence of a
Vulnerability Patch Date. Further the status of the vulnerability as being
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open or resolved can be similarly inferred.
Vulnerability Density (M294, P28, P36, P58) is a count of vulner-

abilities normalized to the number of (thousands of) SLOC in the vul-
nerable code unit.

‘Structural Severity’ (M263, P64) is a qualitative, categorical metric
indicating the vulnerability’s proximity to the attack surface.

‘Window of exposure’ (M307, P66) is the length of interval of time
taken by the security operations team to patch a vulnerability once it
has been disclosed.

‘Vulnerability-Contributing-Commit’ (M304, P71) indicates the
presence of a commit in the version control repository that contributed
to the introduction of a post-release vulnerability.

‘Vulnerability Discovery Rate’ (M297, P69) is a count of vulner-
abilities per time unit (usually month).

‘Vulnerability Free Days’ (VFD) (M298, P14) is ‘the percent of days
in which the vendors queue of reported vulnerabilities for the product is
empty.’

CVSS Metrics (16): Eight papers used CVSS [23] metrics (P8, P13,
P21, P41, P42, P53, P64, P70). CVSS metrics describe characteristics
and impact of vulnerabilities, and so can be seen as a more detailed
notion of vulnerability than a simple count. The CVSS metrics are ca-
tegorized as Base, Temporal, and Environmental, representing char-
acteristics of the vulnerability that are constant, that change over time,
and that are associated with the environment in which the vulnerability
was found. Details of the metrics can be found in [23], and online [27].

5.1.5. Resource Metrics (34)
We identified metrics as part of the Resource Metrics category when

the metric is primarily a measure of some cost or effort incurred in the
course of security attacks or defense. We identified three subcategories
of Resource Metrics: Cost Metrics, People Metrics, and Time Metrics.
We now discuss each of these subcategories.

People Metrics (23): We identified five distinct classes of people
metrics: Developer, Attacker, User, Project Manager, and Organization.
‘Developer Count’ (M107, P25, P53, P60) is a count of the number of
developers who made changes to the software being measured. Authors
defined Developer Count in the following ways:

• NumDevs - ‘Files were changed by many developers’ (P25).

• Number of Engineers - ‘absolute number of unique engineers who
have touched a binary and are still employed by the company’
(P53).

• NumDevs - ‘The number of distinct developers who changed the file’
(P60).

P53 defines ‘Number of Ex-Engineers’ as the ‘total number of unique
engineers who have touched a binary and have left the company as of
the release date of the software system.’ Meneely (P71) defines variants
of Developer count, including ‘Number of distinct authors besides the
commit author whose lines were affected by a given commit’, and New
Effective Author, indicating the first time a developer makes a commit.

Paper P25 contains a set of developer activity metrics (M185-M194)
that describe developer relationships through graphs. ‘Developer Risk’
(M111, P52) measures concern over developer ability for a project.
Similarly, ‘Software Project Management Experience’ (M251, P52) and
‘User Risk’ (M288, P52) measure expected strength and weakness of
managers and users. ‘Social Engineering Resistance’ (M250, P29)
measures how well users are able to resist attempts at social en-
gineering. ‘Information Leakage’ (M139, P20) measures the degree of
information transfer between developers on a software project.

Attackers are measured in terms of their capability (M28, P29), level
of motivation (M29, P29, M30, P51), skill level (M31, P29, M31, P50),
and speed (M32, P50). Two papers define attacker (threat agent) skill.

Authors define Attacker Skill in the following ways:

• A qualitative assessment of attacker skill (Low, Medium, High)
(P77).

• The expected value of a random variable in an item-response theory
model (P92).

Organizations are measured in terms of the percentage of con-
tribution to a piece of software’s development (M192, P53) and the
percentage of the organization that has received security training
(M191, P61).

Cost Metrics (9): We collected metrics related to financial concerns as
well as attacker and defender effort, cost, and reward in the ‘Cost Metric’
category.

We grouped measures of the value of an attack to an attacker and
the cost of an attack to the defender as ‘Attack Value’ (M24), for ex-
ample ‘Damage Potential’ (P34), ‘Mean Failure Cost’ (P24), and ‘Annual
Loss Expectancy’ (P43).

We grouped ratios of Attack Value to Attack Effort as ‘Attack Risk’,
for example ‘Attackability’ (M21, P22), and ‘Security Risk Index’ (M21,
P29).

We grouped measures of the non-monetary costs of an attack to the
attacker as ‘Attack Effort’ (M16, P22), for example the number of steps
required to complete an attack (M216, P26), or the ease with which a
vulnerability is exploited (M16, P29, M488, P64) Where ‘Attack Effort’
is measured in monetary terms (e.g. M14, P26, M292, P34), we refer to
it as ‘Attack Cost’.

Attack Cost: Two papers define Attack Cost (P26, P37). Authors
defined Attack Cost in the following ways:

• ‘a combination of everything the attacker must spend in order to
successfully execute an attack (money, resources, time, effort, etc.)’
(P26)

• ‘Reflect the cost of T(Technique) in Attack Path. Let Cost(x) be the
attack cost produced during the software Attack Path x. Attack Cost
is quantifiable, and its unit is exp.’ (P37)

By analogy with attacks, we defined ‘Defense Effort’, ‘Defense Cost’,
‘Defense Value’, and ‘Defense Reward’ (ratio of value to cost/effort).
Two metrics focused on defense, ‘Minimal cost for reduction of attacks’
(M212, P26), and ‘Return on Penetration Testing’ (M337, P43).

Time Metric (2): Oracle Corporation measures ‘Time to close bug/
vulnerability’ (M266, P61), a form of ‘Mean time to repair’. ‘Interval
between violation and report’ (M151, P33) is the length of the interval
between the time the vulnerability is discovered and the time the vul-
nerability is reported to the development team. ‘Attack Execution Time’
(M17, P50) is the length of time required to execute the attack being
measured.

5.1.6. Defensibility Metrics (19)
We identified metrics as part of the Defensibility Metrics category

when the metric is primarily a measure of the ease or difficulty with
which a system is attacked. We identified two subcategories of
Defensibility Metrics: Attack Surface Metrics, and Attackability Metrics.
We now discuss each of these subcategories.

Attackability (10): ‘Attackability’ (M27, P3) is the probability that
an entity will be successfully attacked. ‘Attack Count’ (M15, P26) de-
fines how many attacks on a system exist. The idea behind this metric is
that the greater the number of attacks available for a system, the less
secure the system is. ‘Attack Prone’ (M26, P47) is the likelihood that a
component will be attacked (measured in Paper P47 by the presence of
previous vulnerabilities). Paper P7 defines a set of metrics describing
the probability that a system is secure, has been compromised, and has,
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or has not, been repaired.
‘Vulnerability Index’ (VI) has three distinct definitions. In Papers

P16 and P49, VI (M299) is the probability of a componentâs vulner-
ability being exposed in a single execution multiplied by number of
expected executions. In Paper P56, VI is a qualitative (categorical) as-
sessment of a state of a system (be it a router, a server or a client),
which can be normal, uncertain and vulnerable. In Paper P49, VI in-
dicates ‘the percentage of vulnerability occurrences that have been
removed from the corresponding artifact.’

Attack Surface Metrics (9): An ‘attack surface’ represents the paths
in and out of a system (e.g. input and output parameters or fields), the
data that travels those paths, and the code that protects the paths and
the data [28].

Five of the selected papers used attack surface metrics (P11, P26,
P34, P35, P64). We found two definitions of attack surface:

• A system attack surface is the set of ways in which an adversary can
enter the system and potentially cause damage. (P11)

• A system attack surface is the subset of its resources that an attacker
can use to attack the system. (P11, P26, P34, P35, P64)

‘Sensitive Sink’ (M248, P45) indicates that execution of the code
labeled as a sensitive sink may lead to harmful operations, making it a
form of exit point.

‘Attack Graph Probability’ (M18, P10) is defined as ‘the intrinsic
likelihood of an exploit e being executed, given that all the conditions
required for executing e in the given attack graph are already satisfied.’.

Paper P67 defines ‘Exploitability Risk’ (M125), a qualitative mea-
sure of whether a vulnerability is accessible from a system’s entry
points.

Paper P11 developed a formalism for measuring attack surfaces and
an ‘Attack Surface Metric’ (M23, P11) representing the attack surface
size adjusted for the risk of sharing the data resources exposed through
the attack surface. The authors of P11 conducted a validation study of
the metric in Paper P34.

5.1.7. Aggregate Metrics (18)
We identified metrics as part of the Aggregate category when the

metric is a combination of other metrics that aggregates across metrics
and dimensions to present an overview of some aspect of the measured
entity’s security.

In the course of categorization, we identified a set of aggregates,
combinations of other metrics designed to summarize the overall se-
curity state of the entity being measured. One of the simpler aggregates,
‘CVSS Score’ (M102, P41, P42, P54) is defined as a ‘weighted average of
CVSS impact (Confidentiality/Integrity/Access Impact) and exploit-
ability (Access Vector, Access Complexity, Authentication) metrics.’.
CVSS Score represents the severity of a single vulnerability. ‘Security
Resource Indicator’ (M246, P28) combines numeric measures of the
presence of four indicators: a security reporting email address, a se-
curity vulnerabilities list, a secure coding standard, and security con-
figuration documentation. ‘Security factor requirements’ (M240, P2)
combines metrics for Confidentiality, Privacy, Data Integrity,
Authentication Non-repudiation, Auditing, and Intrusion detection to
represent the overall security strength of a website. In contrast,
‘Expected Vulnerability’ (M124, P16) measures the overall security
weakness of a system by aggregating measures of ‘Vulnerability Index’
(M299, P16) across the components of the vulnerable system. ‘Security
Metric’ (M429a, P54) applies the same strategy as ‘Expected
Vulnerability’, but aggregates CVSS Scores normalized to the number of
vulnerability occurrences for the system being measured. Paper P1 re-
presents the most substantial use of aggregates in the papers identified
in our search. Beginning with the definition of classified attributes, the

authors develop a system of metrics for the classes and methods that
access the classified attributes, and then define a set of metrics re-
presenting various security properties in terms of the lower level defi-
nitions. For example, ‘Readability of Classified Attributes’ (RCA)
(M219, P1) is composed of three lower level measures of attribute ac-
cess via the system’s classes and instances. RCA is, together with
‘Readability of Classified Methods’ (RCM) (M220, P1), a component of
‘Fail-Safe Defaults’ (PFSD) (M127, P1). PFSD is defined as a security
principle metric, representing the degree to which the system’s classi-
fied attributes are not accessible by default. A ‘Total Security Index’
(M275, P1) is computed using PFSD and six other aggregate security
principle metrics representing the overall security of the software’s
object-oriented design.

5.1.8. Security Requirement Metrics (16)
We identified metrics as part of the Security Requirement Metrics

category when the metric is primarily a measure of requirements and
their specification, including, e.g., use cases. We identified two sub-
categories of Security Requirement Metrics: Usecase-Misusecase
Metrics, and Requirement Metrics. We now discuss each of these sub-
categories.

Use-Misusecase Metrics (12): Paper P57 presented metrics for
security requirements, security use cases, and security misuse cases,
together with a checklist for measuring system security requirements.
Paper P52 defined an overall measure of Requirements Risk (M230,
P52). Two papers defined or used ‘Security Test Case Count’ (P19, P57),
counts of security test cases and security misuse cases. Authors defined
Security Test Cases in the following ways:

• ‘represent security threats that the attacker might interact with to
breach security and cause harm to the system’ (P57);

• ‘designed to detect security issues’ (P19).

Given the basic definitions, the authors defined ratios of the security
test case counts, relating them to, for example, total test case counts and
failed/successful test cases.

Requirement Metrics (4) Paper P19 presented a series of metrics
for measuring each stage of the software development life cycle, in-
cluding counts of security requirements, missing security requirements,
and the ratio of security requirements to total requirements.

Authors defined Security Requirement Count in the following ways:

• Total number of security requirements - number of security re-
quirements identified during the analysis phase of the application
(M245, P19).

• Ratio of security requirements - ratio of security requirements to the
total number of requirements (M211, P19).

• Number of omitted security requirements - number of requirements
that should have been considered when building the application
(M244, P19).

• Ratio of the number of omitted security requirements - ratio of the
number of security requirements not considered during analysis to
the total number of security requirements identified during the
analysis phase (M245, P19).

• Number of excluded security requirements that ensure input/output
handling (M180, P57) - defined by counting ‘No’ answers of a set of
questions, e.g. ‘Is a specific encoding scheme defined for all inputs?’,
‘Are all the validations performed on the client and server side?’

• Number of excluded security requirements that ensure session
handling - defined by counting ‘No’ answers for a set of questions,
e.g. ‘Is session identifier created on server side?’, ‘Is session identi-
fier killed after a period of time without any actions?’
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5.2. RQ2: What are the roles, artifacts, and process elements being
measured by software life cycle security metrics?

As described above in Section 5.1.5, we identified five distinct
classes of people metrics: Developer, Attacker, User, Project Manager,
and Organization. We identified 15 distinct subjects, sorted by metric
count: System (147 metrics), Source Code (77), Component (71),
Software version (29), Design (8), Misuse case (8), Requirements (8),
Organization (7), Commit (7), Project (6), Security mechanism (4),
Service (3), Model (2), and User Account (1). We identified five phases,
sorted by metric count: Operations (151), Implementation (145), Re-
quirements (22), Design (18), and Testing (5), with 22 metrics deemed
applicable to all phases. We present the metrics organized by the soft-
ware development phase in which they are measured, and the subject
which they measure in Table 5. Please note that metrics may be re-
peated across categories (e.g. Vulnerability Count is used by various
authors in the Design, Implementation, Testing, and Operations
phases), inflating the metric counts in the table. Measures of running
systems (System + Software Version) (151) comprise the largest col-
lection of metrics, followed by measures of Source Code. Measures of
the software life cycle and its non-source code artifacts are relatively
few.

5.3. RQ3: What validation approaches are used for software life cycle
security metrics?

We classified each metric in terms of six validation approaches.
Table 6 lists each validation approach, the papers applying that vali-
dation approach, and the frequency of appearance of each technique by
metric count and metric percentage. Papers and metrics may appear
more than once, as some of the papers apply multiple validation ap-
proaches. Metrics counts and percentages reflect repeated use of me-
trics between papers.

5.4. During what phases of the software development life cycle are security
metrics measured?

We classified each metric in terms of five development phases, and
report on the phases measured by the metrics in the selected papers.
Table 7 lists each development phase, the papers associated with that
development phase, and the frequency of appearance of each phase by
metric count and metric percentage. Papers and metrics may appear
more than once, as some of the papers measure multiple development
phases. Metrics counts and percentages reflect repeated use of metrics
between papers.

The most common life cycle phase studied is Operations (50

studies), followed by Implementation (29 studies). The selected papers
showed less emphasis on the Requirements (6 studies), Design (6 stu-
dies), and Testing (3 studies) phases of development. We identified four
studies that defined metrics suitable for use across the development
phases. For example ‘Information Leakage’ from P20 measures un-
wanted transfer of information between developers and project per-
sonnel during the development process.

6. Discussion

We report on the results associated with each research question in
Section 5. In this section, we make observations on trends in the results,
based on our analysis of the selected papers and identified metrics.

6.1. Themes in security metrics

In this section we present themes we identified in the collected set of
metrics.

6.1.1. Vulnerability definitions and counts vary
Vulnerability Count was the most-referenced metric in our selected

papers. However, vulnerabilities were counted in five different ways,
none of which depended on the definitions given for vulnerability. Use
of the CVE1 records in the NVD database2 was the most common vul-
nerability counting technique. Massacci and Nguyen (P46) observe that
the NVD is a partial record of vulnerability data, and that curation of all
available sources of data, for example other vulnerability databases,
reports from software vendors, and bug tracking data internal to the
development team is necessary to provide accurate vulnerability
counts.

The NVD/CVE-based vulnerability counts are a record of public
observations of security failures in software. Software development
teams also track vulnerabilities internally and privately. Some projects
(e.g. Google Chrome) handle vulnerabilities as a special case of defects,
recorded and managed through the project’s bug tracker. Some projects
provide an email address for sending vulnerability reports, but do not
publish their tracking mechanism or vulnerability data. Distinguishing
whether a project maintains a list of vulnerabilities may come down to
inquiries to the project team.

Because the definition of vulnerability varies, the implementation of

Table 5
Metric Ids by phase and subject.

Subject Requirements Design Implementation Testing Operations All

System 4 3 9 5 178 4
Source Code 5 98 10
Component 3 65 6 8
Software version 3 12 17
Design 9
Requirements 8
Repository 8
Organization 1 5 2
Misuse case 8
Commit 7
Project 6
Security mechanism 4
Service 1 2
Model 2
User Account 1
Total 23 20 201 5 223 22

1 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a list of identifiers for publicly
known vulnerabilities.

2 National Vulnerability Database (NVD) is United States governments repository of
standards-based vulnerability management data.
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vulnerability count varies, and the availability of both varies, we re-
commend examining a given paper’s definitions of vulnerability and
vulnerability count, particularly when comparing between papers.

We observe that while vulnerability count is the most-used metric, there is
no standard definition or data collection procedure. We advise caution in
comparing results across papers.

6.1.2. Many metrics, few reused
Most (85%) security metrics have been proposed and evaluated

solely by their authors. Less than 15% of metrics focus on requirements
and design, and less than 2% focus on testing. In our data, 40% of the
metrics are not empirically evaluated. There are artifacts and processes
that remain unmeasured. We consider two potential reasons for why no
baseline set of metrics is currently available:

• The trade-offs between confidentiality, integrity, and availability
for, say, a social networking site versus a nuclear reactor control
program, may lead teams to emphasis on different aspects of quality
control during development, leading to different measures used
between projects.

• Researchers focus on examining a subject in detail while develop-
ment teams have to consider all development phases and artifacts.
Identifying the gaps in researcher coverage of topics, as is addressed
in this work, supports filling the gaps.

Potential research directions for security metrics would be for re-
searchers to follow through on the evaluation and use of proposed
metrics, to fill in the gaps where development artifacts and phases are
not measured, and to characterize how software development projects
choose security metrics.

As seen by the broad range of metrics and the narrowness of those re-
ported in more than one paper/by one set of authors, the field of software
life cycle security metrics has not settled on a baseline for measurement.

6.1.3. Most security metrics are subjective
The primary data sources for the metrics we survey are the sub-

jective judgments of users, developers, managers, reviewers, and se-
curity researchers. In the metrics we survey, the two fundamental
measurement operations are deciding on the assets to be protected, and
deciding whether some behavior or outcome of the system is a violation
of a security property, for example a vulnerability (see Section 6.1.1).
Counting vulnerabilities depends on the counter’s notion of some se-
curity property being violated. Even automated vulnerability counts
(e.g., Paper P28) depend on the judgment of the implementers of the
analysis tools used to raise warnings. Paper P1 developed a package of
object-oriented security metrics founded on qualitative judgments
about whether class and instance attributes are classified or critical.
Paper P33 relies on qualitative assessments of security requirement and
security mechanism criticality and strength. Attempts, such as those of
paper P22, to define metrics measuring how well code or components
supports a security principle, e.g., ‘Least Privilege’ are a valuable con-
tribution because they define how they ground the measured security
principle and enumerate the set of subjective decisions required to
measure the principle.

We see a need for developing and evaluating standards for assessing
security needs at every point in the development life cycle, analogous to
Secure Coding Standards, e.g., Secure Requirements Standards, Secure
Design Standards, and Secure Data Classification Standards. Where
such standards exist, for example the Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standards [29], we see opportunities for evaluation of the
standard’s effectiveness, development of test suites and fuzzers for
thorough validation of software’s compliance with the standards, and
development of analogous standards for other types of data, e.g. social
network graphs and password manager databases.

Judgments made by users, developers, managers, reviewers, and security
researchers about what constitutes an asset, and what constitutes a
vulnerability are currently the primary source of security-related mea-
surements in software development.

Table 6
Studies by evaluation technique.

Technique Papers Metric count Metric %

Industry Case Study P11, P14, P16, P17, P25, P28, P32, P34, P35, P36, P39,P44, P45, P46, P47, P48, P49, P53, P58, P62, P67, P68, P69, P71 116 29%
Academic Case Study P1, P2, P3, P8, P15, P18, P22, P31, P42, P52, P54, P55, P60, P63, P64, P65, P67 102 25%
Not Described P13, P23, P33, P38, P4, P5, P51, P56, P6, P70 79 20%
Theoretical P10, P12, P13, P19, P20, P26, P27, P30, P37, P40, P41, P50, P59, P6, P66, P7 64 16%
Opinion P24, P29, P43, P57, P9 35 9%
Reports from production P61 6 1%

Table 7
Studies by life cycle phase.

Phase Papers Metric Count Metric %

Requirements P19, P26, P27, P41, P57, P64 19 6%
Design P17, P18, P19, P30, P31, P65 19 6%
Implementation P1, P5, P9, P10, P12, P13, P18, P19, P22, P25, P28, P36, P44, P46, P47, P53, P55, P58, P60, P61, P62, P63, P64, P65, P67, P68,

P69, P70, P71
142 46%

Testing P19, P43, P48 4 1%
Operations P2, P3, P4, P6, P7, P8, P11, P13, P14, P15, P16, P17, P18, P19, P22, P24, P25, P26, P27, P28, P29, P32, P33, P34, P35, P36, P37,

P38, P39, P41, P42, P43, P44, P45, P49, P50, P51, P54, P56, P58, P59, P61, P62, P64, P65, P66, P67, P68, P69, P70
147 48%

All P20, P23, P40, P52 20 7%
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6.1.4. Confidentiality and privacy are distinct, but overlap
Privacy is usually defined in terms of the rights of individuals, e.g.

“Privacy requires that an individual has defined control over how his/
her information will be disclosed.” [P23]. Confidentiality is usually
defined in terms of access to data, e.g. “Confidential data access or
confidential data transmission requires that unauthorized disclosure of
one or more specific data items will not occur.”, [P23]. We excluded a
set of papers based on their use of the term privacy. However, three
selected papers, P2, P23, and P33, used the term in addition to con-
fidentiality. Within the papers selected, the term ‘privacy’ was refer-
enced. The paper author’s usage of the term ‘privacy’ overlapped with
confidentiality in two of the three papers where it was used. P2 com-
bined the terms into a Confidentiality-Privacy category. P23 defined an
explicit and distinct set of privacy metrics in addition to defining a set
of Confidentiality metrics. P33 named a set of privacy metrics, but the
metrics measure whether encryption is used, the security of data
transmission and storage, and login management, concerns that overlap
with Confidentiality.

Confidentiality is typically defined in terms of software and operator
control over access to data. Privacy introduces the notion of individual
user control over data disclosure, which overlaps with confidentiality in
two of the papers we evaluated.

6.2. What to measure?

Given the quantity and variety of metrics, one might ask where to
begin when measuring security in software development. Lennon [30]
suggests that security controls be implemented according to stake-
holder priorities, with no more than 10–20 metrics in place to support
manageability of the measurement program. We cannot speak directly
to stakeholder priorities and goals, as they will vary, but we can illus-
trate an application of our collected metrics and their attributes. To
illustrate the use of the data, and to set forth a baseline set of metrics,
we select an example set of metrics drawn from our collected metrics,
where the priorities are based on two criteria; the metric’s presence in
two or more of our selected papers, and whether the metric’s evaluation
was based on industry data. We exclude source code metrics, per our
discussion in Section 5.1.2, with the exception of SLOC (M295), which
is required to calculate vulnerability density (M227).

Table 8 presents the industry-evaluated metrics referenced in two or

more papers from our results, organized by software development
phase.

Our example set can be used as a baseline for discussion and
adaptation to a given project, but the metrics are insufficient for mea-
suring across the software development life cycle. Notably, the metrics
in Table 8 apply only to the implementation and operations phases, as
these phases have received the most attention by researchers in the
literature we examine. To measure security concerns during the re-
quirements phase, we recommend considering the metrics presented in
papers P41 and P64. To measure security concerns during the Design
phase, we recommend considering the metrics presented in paper P31.
To measure security concerns during the testing phase, we recommend
considering the metrics presented in papers P19, P43, and P48.

Selection of security metrics for a given project is currently a matter of
stakeholder preference.

Given the size of the reduction produced by filtering out un-vali-
dated or single-author team metrics, we emphasize two observations:

• The set of validated and reused security metrics is much smaller
than the complete set of metrics identified in our literature review.
We caution that a given metric listed in the review be evaluated in
the context of its intended use before being considered reliable, or,
indeed, measurable.

• The set of validated and reused security metrics does not form a
comprehensive set of measurements for the software development
life cycle. Further researcher and practitioner effort will be required
to develop a comprehensive set of SDLC measurements.

6.3. Fundamental security questions, revisited

We now return to the example ‘fundamental’ questions from the
introduction, and discuss the application of the metrics we have col-
lected to answering the questions.

6.3.1. Have we considered security in each stage of the software life cycle?
Metrics are available for each development phase we identified

(Section 5.4 and Table 7). However, the requirements, design, and
testing phases have relatively few metrics.

Table 8
Metrics referenced in more than one paper and evaluated in an industrial context.

Metric Name Metric Id Paper Id Metric category Phase

Alert Count M342 P44, P47 Implementation Metrics Implementation
Commit Count M522 P60, P68 Implementation Metrics Implementation
CVSS Metrics M518 P64, P67, P70, P13 Defensibility Metrics Operations
Defect Count M340 P19, P44 Project Management Metric Implementation
Developer Count M414 P25, P53, P60, P71 Resource Metrics Implementation
Source Lines of Code (SLOC) M295 P18, P28, P36, P44, P46, P47, P53, P58, P69 Implementation Metrics Implementation
Vulnerability Density M227 P28, P36, P58 Implementation Metrics Implementation
Attack Effort M292 P22, P29, P34, P37, P50 Resource Metrics Operations
Attack Risk M291 P22, P29, P34, P56 Resource Metrics Operations
Attack Surface Metric M289 P26, P34, P35 Defensibility Metrics Operations
Attack Value M290 P22, P34, P48, P43, P24 Resource Metrics Operations
Security Resource Indicator M231 P28, P58 Aggregate Metric Operations
Vulnerability Count M100 P14,P18, P25, P36, P44, P45, P46, P53, P58, P60, P61, P62, P68, P69, P71 Severity Metrics Operations
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6.3.2. What are the security risks to which our software is exposed?
Resource Metrics (Section 5.1.5) can be used by the development

team and other stakeholders to assign economic values to the risks in-
volved in the use of the software. Defensibility Metrics (Section 5.1.6)
can be used to assess the level of risk inherent to the design and im-
plementation of the software. Incident metrics (Section 5.1.4) can be
used as a direct measure of the risks that have occurred during the use
of the software.

6.3.3. What are the security assurances we can give to users of our
software?

The Security Properties Metrics (Section 5.1.1) can be used to
characterize how security properties are implemented in software. The
project management metrics (Section 5.1.3) can be used by the devel-
opment team and other stakeholders to assess the development process
for attention to quality. At present, there is no set of validated metrics
that measures all aspects of the software development life cycle, so
guarantees based on metrics cannot yet yield full assurance of security
in the software produced by software development teams.

7. Limitations

If we have seeded our Quasi-Gold-Standard (QGS) with the wrong
papers, we may have excluded relevant papers from our results.
Likewise, size of QGS list may have excluded relevant papers from our
results. We drew our results from three search engines, ACM, IEEE, and
Elsevier, limiting our selection of papers to what is available in their
indexes. Our QGS scores were low for Elsevier, suggesting that we may
have missed relevant papers.

While we attempted to be comprehensive in our search strings and
result parsing, our approach may have missed papers. Limiting our
search to the scholarly literature excluded existing standards as well as
industry experience reports disseminated by other means.

Software development organizations may choose not to report
whether they are using metrics, limiting our observations to discussion
of the scholarly literature.

Our metric classification scheme reflects our own biases in the data
elements and values selected for each metric. We mitigated this bias by
drawing on previous work where applicable (e.g. Savola [20], the IEEE
glossary [9], and Fenton and Pfleeger [13]). Given the scheme, the
choices made by individual raters are also subjective. We attempted to
reduce bias by applying our two rater scheme.

Drawing inferences from the fields we classified depends on how
accurately our choices match objective reality. Data elements we syn-
thesized (Category, Measured Subject) are especially subject to this

limitation, though we had two extractors check each metric-category
assignment. We did not attempt a second approach, or a second set of
extractors, to compare results, so our measures of validity need con-
firmation through replication.

8. Conclusion

Our systematic mapping study identified 324 unique metrics for
measurement of security-related elements of and concerns in the soft-
ware development life cycle. We developed a set of categories and
subcategories for the metrics that may offer guidance for metric selec-
tion and a basis for metrics discussions. We observe that many metrics
are focused on the characteristics of vulnerabilities in running software,
and that relatively fewer metrics are available for measuring vulner-
ability prevention during development phases other than
Implementation and Operations.

At present, security is measured primarily in its absence, as signified
by the proportion of metrics dedicated to describing and counting
vulnerabilities in software. As a consequence of the focus on vulner-
abilities, most metrics are measured during the Implementation and
Operations phases, once the faults causing the vulnerabilities are em-
bedded in software. We see a need for further research into how to
measure the presence of security, and how to identify fault introduction
opportunities earlier in the development process, e.g. Requirements and
Design, and in Testing, which can be conducted throughout the de-
velopment process.

Even the most-used, most cited security metric, Vulnerability Count,
must be carefully examined for the means used to measure it, in terms
of what constitutes a vulnerability, and what the inclusion and exclu-
sion rules are for including a vulnerability in the count. The CVSS
standard is a step in the direction of standardization, but leaves a great
deal of room for variation because rater judgment drives scoring. If
vulnerability counts are shared between stakeholders, all participating
stakeholders should be familiar with the definitions used.

Our database of collected metrics can be used as a guide to research
needs in the field of software life cycle security metrics.
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Appendix

Table A1
Selected papers (* indicates QGS paper)

Paper Id Paper

P1 Alshammari, Bandar; Fidge, Colin; Corney, Diane, A Hierarchical Security Assessment Model for Object-Oriented Programs, 2011
P2 Gonzalez, R.M.; Martin, M.V.; Munoz-Arteaga, J.; Alvarez-Rodriguez, F.; Garcia-Ruiz, M.A., A measurement model for secure and usable e-commerce websites, 2009
P3 Pham, N.; Baud, L.; Bellot, P.; Riguidel, M., A near real-time system for security assurance assessment, 2008
P4 Hajdarevic, K.; Allen, P., A new method for the identification of proactive information security management system metrics, 2013
P5 Xueqi Cheng; Nannan He; Hsiao, M.S., A New Security Sensitivity Measurement for Software Variables, 2008
P6 Yanguo Liu; Traore, I.; Hoole, A.M., A Service-Oriented Framework for Quantitative Security Analysis of Software Architectures, 2008
P7 Marconato, G.V.; KaÃhe, M.; Nicomette, V., A vulnerability life cycle-based security modeling and evaluation approach. 2012
P8 Scarfone, Karen; Mell, Peter, An analysis of CVSS version 2 vulnerability scoring, 2009
P9* Sen-Tarng Lai, An Analyzer-Based Software Security Measurement Model for Enhancing Software System Security, 2010
P10 Wang, Lingyu; Islam, Tania; Long, Tao; Singhal, Anoop; Jajodia, Sushil, An Attack Graph-Based Probabilistic Security Metric, 2008
P11* Manadhata, P.K.; Wing, J.M., An Attack Surface Metric, 2011
P12 Agrawal, Alka; Chandra, Shalini; Khan, Raees Ahmad, An efficient measurement of object oriented design vulnerability, 2009
P13 Wang, Ruyi; Gao, Ling; Sun, Qian; Sun, Deheng, An Improved CVSS-based Vulnerability Scoring Mechanism, 2011

(continued on next page)
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